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Abstract 

Games have become a ubiquitous source of entertainment - if you add up all the hours of active play and watching it, it turns out that this 
is the most favorite pastime in the world. Members of this community differ in the way they interact with the content. If you take into 
account the narrower criteria for how a person shares game content and discusses it in social. networks, what content he creates himself, 
there are many game lovers. 

 

1 Introduction 

In the modern world, the creation of video games is one of 
the largest segments of the entertainment industry. The scale 
of the gaming industry is comparable to, for example, the 
film industry. And in terms of growth rate over the past five 
years, the video game industry has significantly outpaced it. 

In terms of the degree of influence on consumers and 
their involvement in the interactive environment offered by 
video games, this segment has long stood out among other 
forms of entertainment. 

Game development cannot be viewed in isolation from 
the computer game industry as a whole. The creation of 
games itself is only part of a complex "ecosystem" that 
ensures the full life cycle of the production, distribution and 
consumption of such complex products as computer games. 
Around the core, consisting of game developers and 
publishers, specialized media, special financial and 
advertising tools are developing; specialized physical sites 
appear (new generation Internet cafes, locations for cyber 
tournaments, etc.); In addition, players from adjacent 
markets want to occupy their niche - electronics 
manufacturers (for example, Apple) or Internet corporations 
(for example, Google), which have all the resources to bring 
promising gaming solutions to the market. 

As for the key trends that determine the development of 
the global gaming industry, here, first of all, it is necessary 
to note new technologies: mobile, cloud, virtual, graphic, 
artificial intelligence. For several years now, computer 
games have been actively integrated into social networks. A 
reverse trend has also appeared - they themselves are 
becoming a kind of social networks. 

The following levels can be distinguished in the 
structure of the modern gaming industry: platforms, game 
engines, video game development, publishing and operating, 
popularization and consumption. 

A very small number of educational institutions in the 
world train specialists directly for the gaming industry.  

2 Overview 

The computer games industry (development, publishing and 
promotion of games) is one of the fastest growing branches 
of computer technology and, at the same time, the global 
entertainment sector. Games become cultural phenomena 

and are recognized as works of art. 
The number of gamers is growing (2.5 billion players in 

2019), and gaming itself is becoming a highly paid 
profession.Free games continue to generate the bulk of 
gaming revenue (78%), with Asian markets accounting for 
59% of revenue, where users prefer sophisticated mobile 
games. HonorofKings and PeacekeeperElite (Tencent) 
brought developers over $ 2 billion each in 2020. 

In 2020, the mobile games market grew by 10% and 
accounted for 58% of the total volume of the gaming 
industry. Experts attribute the growth of this segment to the 
fact that the majority of mobile gamers (62%) 
usesmartphonesand tablets not so much when traveling as 
as the main gaming platform. 

Game development is the process of creating a computer 
product.  

On thetoday it is possible to develop homemade 
computer games. A striking exampleareso 
calledconstructorsgames... The first computer game was -
Spacewar. 

3 Development stages: 

 The first step is to prepare a plan according to which 
the game will be created. 

 The second step is to develop the game concept, 
character design, models, and terrain. 

 The third stage is genre, script. 
 The fourth step is to create the first layout of the 

game. 
 The fifth stage - Entering and developing a general 

plan with OpenGl physics calculation using 
NvidiaPhysicX. 

 The sixth stage is fix Bugs. 
 Seventh stage - Testing the finished product. 

4 Conclusions 

Games have always been a class of software that instantly 
responds to all market innovations. So it was with the 
Internet - the mass hysteria about the Web was just gaining 
momentum, and the first game servers were already opening 
for those who wish. The capabilities of the Internet are 
undeniably higher in comparison with a classic local area 
network: 3-5 people usually play on the first, maximum 8-
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10. In addition, these people need to all get together, guess 
the time ... On the Internet, you don't need to look for 
opponents - they are always there, and in excess, in addition, 
the average number of player simultaneously playing 
fluctuates around 50-100 people (Diablo, battle servers. net). 
Considering that the interestingness of the multiplayer mode 
is directly proportional to the number of opponents, the 
advantage of the Internet becomes obvious. In addition, 
factors such as unknown opponents come into play, which 
always stokes the curiosity of the game. 


